The following workshops have been selected for students who are interested in Student Affairs. Highlighted sessions are specific to SA Explorers, while others are part of the G.O.L.D. series and closely align with skills that are used in a Student Affairs position. Others may be added throughout the semester and can be found by searching Events and selecting “Student Affairs Explorers Program” under categories.

**FEBRUARY**

**INTRODUCTION TO STUDENT AFFAIRS, FEB 17, 4-5PM, MS TEAMS**
- Citizenship and Civic Engagement, Feb 18, 6-7pm, MS Teams
- Communication Styles, Feb 22, 4-5pm, WebEx

**MARCH**
- #squadgoals: Build Your Support Squad, Mar 1, 4-5pm, MS Teams
- Combating Procrastination, Mar 3, 7-8pm, WebEx
- All Zoomed Out-Overcoming Zoom Fatigue, Mar 8, 5-6pm, Zoom
- The Bright Side to Failure, Mar 10, 5-6:30pm, Zoom

**GRADUATE SCHOOL INFORMATION FOR A CAREER IN STUDENT AFFAIRS, MAR 17, 4-5PM, MS TEAMS**
- Stress Management, Mar 23, 7-8pm, WebEx
- Managing Conflict, Mar 25, 4-5pm, WebEx
- Designing Your Life, Part 1, Mar 31, 4-5pm, WebEx

**APRIL**
- Mentorship: Til' Death Do We Part, Apr 5, 6-7pm, WebEx
- Art of Delegation, Apr 7, 4-5pm, WebEx
- Diversity Dialogue Series: Accessibility, Apr 12, 3-4pm, Zoom
- When to Say No, Apr 13, 6-7pm, WebEx
- Coffee & Chat Article: Increase Happiness and Well-Being, Apr 16, 4-5pm, Main Student Center 307/WebEx

**OPPORTUNITIES TO GAIN STUDENT AFFAIRS EXPERIENCE, APR 21, 4-5PM, MS TEAMS**
- Finishing Strong, Apr 23, 1-2pm, MS Teams
- Stress Management, Apr 26, 6-7pm, WebEx

Register for all sessions on Engage.